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To whom it may concern: 

While preparing for the December 8th snapshot, we were working with both our current and previous Student Information System vendors Gradelink and Schoolspeak and discovered that there was a dataflow issue between Gradelink and SchoolSpeak and the WISEdata Portal. After going through help pages, putting in help desk tickets, emailing, and calling both vendors and DPI for help, we determined that the issue is most likely on the vendor side of things and we were unfortunately unable to get a number of various errors fixed before the snapshot. 

As a result of this, the report cards for the 2020-2021, 2021-2022, and 2022-2023 school years had inaccurate data on them. While most of the errors in each year were very small (only affecting about 1-3 students), there was one error that was more significant regarding the 3rd Friday of September count in the 2022-2023 school year and the number was not accurate. Other errors in each of the school years included: incorrect personal information, no food service associations, enrollment overlaps, missing withdraw dates, missing school levels, etc... We have been and will continue to be working diligently with both School Speak as well as Gradelink to fix all of the data that was impacted so that we will be prepared for the next snapshot. 

Thank you for your patience and understanding in thes matter. Please feel free to contact me if any further information is needed. 

Sincerely, 


Lihannah Hoskinson
Program Coordinator
lhoskinson@sjpsmke.org
(414) 645-4378 EXT232
St. Josaphat Parish School
801 West Lincoln Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53215


